Shanahans Law Completed 62 Years of Excellence In the Field of
Professional Legal Assistance
Shanahans Law is been known as one of the finest Law firms in Auckland which has
wide experience of providing quality legal assistance to its clients. The company has
recently announced that it has completed its 62 years of professional excellence and
is now gearing to extend its legal lead further more in the market.
July 26, 2018 (FPRC) -- Shanahans Law is been known as one of the finest Law firms in Auckland
which has wide experience of providing quality legal assistance to its clients. The company has
recently announced that it has completed its 62 years of professional excellence and is now gearing
to extend its legal lead further more in the market.
Shanahans Law has been in the circuit of professional legal assistance from a very long time and
has been reputed with the name of quality Law Firms Auckland ever since it has entered in the field.
The company assists with wide range of legal problems firstly of Property related assistance,
including buying, selling and refinancing. As the company has many clients related to this field who
mainly trusts on the professional lawyers of the company for providing these property related
assistance. While besides it, the company also handles different Notary public issues and therefore
has been regarded as the best one for Notary Public Lawyer Auckland which gives complete
assistance in all diverse issues related to it.
The company has got intrinsic values in the field of professional Law Firms Auckland and has been
accompanied with a much dedicated team of stagnant lawyers relating to different niches. The
company do not particularly aims any specific law category, but provides legal operations in all big
categories. That is why the company has a very wide stack of clients who belong from different
fields and highly regards the company for their day to day legal issues.
Shanahans Law has been in the market of professional legal aid providers from a long period of
years, and has recently completed its immense 62th anniversary. Therefore on this auspicious
occasion of completing its riveting 62 years in legal market, the company has announced that it will
gear up for more challenges and legal advancements in the future so that it can give its customers
modernized legal solutions for their diverse problems. The company also aims to further extend its
legal operations in Notary Public Lawyer Auckland, so that it can engage more and more customers
from the market to help making its name even much famed.
The company caters wide experience in family endured issues, including power of attorney
problems, will and estate planning, trust establishment, administration and wishes of settlors and
other different issues. It has helped Shanahans Law to make its name professionally in the market
to gauge up more clients from the market who look for these settlement issues among their family.
Other services include in Land and building advisory. Making cross leases and right building
contracts for clients so that no future hassles could be endured by them.
So making its powerful in the market with its 62th anniversary, Shanahans Law has been
continuously striving to grow up more and engage customer strength from the market. And not only
that, but to also give its customers the high valued legal solutions among all in the market.
Shanahans Law is a top legal service providers located in Auckland, New Zealand rightly known for
their professional Law services.
Contact Information
For more information contact Adam Hayat of Shanahans Lawyers & Notary Public
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